
Dwarf gardens with great importance 
Lots of flavors, aromas and vitamins. The tiny garden can fit a window sill or a work table next to the window.
Here are a few ideas on how to grow lettuce from the bottom of the stalk, leek sprouts, or your own cress. Take a look and try:
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Interior stylist: Ashlyn Gibson
Photographer: Benjamin Edwards

Follow Miriam on Instagram @meeschmid_plantlady
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Home visit: plant styling ideas from an expert

TOPIC TOPIC TOPIC TOPIC

From improving air quality, to boosting concentration and reducing 
stress, house plants can work wonders for mind and body. Find new 
ways to decorate with plants with these display ideas from greenery 

lover and plant stylist Miriam.

Create a natural screen Mix plant stands and hanging 
planters to create a wall of greenery. Use as an alternative to 
artwork to decorate a whole wall, or place in front of a window 

to blur the line between outdoors and in.

Fill surprising spaces Use potted plants to bring empty 
spaces to life with colour and texture. Miriam keeps a plant 

inside her KVISTBRO storage table, with colourful leaves that 
tie in with the rug underneath. 

Reinvent your storage Try transforming everyday storage 
into a plant display unit. Miriam placed miniature cacti and 
succulents in the pockets of a hanging shoe organiser to 

create this hanging garden.

Create a contained display Look around your home for 
anything that could be used to hold plants. Placing a plant 
inside an unused candle holder or lantern is an easy way to 

transform a single pot plant into a display.

Miriam shares her house with more than 150 tropical plant 
varieties. ‘I live in my own small jungle; it’s how I connect 
with nature.’ Click here to take a tour of her home and find 

her top tips for keeping plants healthy.
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KVISTBRO storage table 
44cm, turquoise [10322241]

£000

PERSISK KELIM GASHGAI 
rug flatwoven [40299244]

£000

INTAGANDE glass 26cl light 
green [10327724]

£000

SKUBB hanging shoe organ-
iser [70250854]

£000

SUCCULENT potted plant as-
sorted [50364658]

£000

TOPPIG lantern for block 
candle [50327289]

£000

MUSKOT plant pot white 
[30308197]

£000

STENBÄR Plant pot 24cm, 
gray [20343243]

£000

£000

MUSKOT plant pot 19cm, 
white [30308197]

£000

RIGGA clothes rack white 
[50231630]

SUCCULENT potted 
plant 15cm, assorted 
[50364658]

MONSTERA potted plant 
21cm Swiss cheese plant 
[30349490] 
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We love to see our customers get creative with our products. Go for it! But please note that altering or modifying 
IKEA products so they can no longer be re-sold or used for their original purpose, means the IKEA commercial 

guarantees and your right to return the products will be lost.
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Primary call to action: Share/Like

Interior designer: Gretchen Broussard
Photographer: Mårten Linton

Writer: Henrik Annemark
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We love to see our customers get creative with our products. Go for it! But please note that altering or modifying 
IKEA products so they can no longer be re-sold or used for their original purpose, means the IKEA commercial 

guarantees and your right to return the products will be lost.
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£000

RIMFORSA 80282067 
container tube-shaped glass 

£000

CITRONMELISS 
plant urn 50418538

£000

TIDVATTEN  
vase 60335991

£000

SOCKER 
water can 70418962

EKRAR  
hat/coat stand 10415594

£000

LÄCKÖ 
shelving unit 20151837

£000

FRAKTA  
carrier bag medium 60301707

£000

ISTAD 
plastic bag red 20339284

£000

Your nanosize greenhouse
Share the magic of seeing a plant sprout from a seed. Arrange a decorative plant 

nursery for the whole family by laying damp cotton balls and seeds of your choice – 
bean, pea or kernel – in taped-up plastic bags (made from renewable material). 

It’s the season for planting kits

Gardening Green homes How to Spr ing

Five fun and simple ideas for a greener spring (and you don’t need a 
garden).

Your hydroponic hanging garden 
Arrange a garden of cuttings with the help of a coat stand. With hanging clear vases 

– or RIMFORSA tube-shaped glasses – it may well pass for a piece of art. Even better, 
you can follow the progress of your baby plants in fascinating detail.    

Spice up your spice rack 
If you have limited space, use a shelving unit and stack your plants high. If you have 

trouble choosing what to grow – pick a theme! Like tomatoes, jalapeno, garlic and 
coriander. Voila! Your very own vertical salsa garden. 

A takeaway home garden 
Make it super simple – let your miniature garden grow from the bag you brought it 
home in. Create a hanging planter using our sturdy, waterproof FRAKTA carrier bag. 

(Beware of leaking imitations.)
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SOLVINDEN 00421944
LED solar-pwrd outdoor/flower

£000

No green fingers? No problems! 
Growing plants may not be for everyone. But even then, we have a flower that’s 

guaranteed to thrive.  
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Interior designer: Elin Stierna
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We love to see our customers get creative with our products. Go for it! But please note that altering or modifying 
IKEA products so they can no longer be re-sold or used for their original purpose, means the IKEA commercial 

guarantees and your right to return the products will be lost.
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£000

SOCKER  
water can 70155673

£000

VALLMOFRÖN  
plant pot 20436379

£000

VERKLIGHET  
paper napkin 00432706

£000

FANTASTISK 
paper napkin 50035752

£000

KNAGGLIG 
box 10292357

£000

IKEA 365+
util knife 10283517

£000

TIMVISARE  
tea towel 10371788

£000

CITRONSYRA   
plant pot 60387386

£000

MEDLEM 
bowl 10409606

£000

SOCKER  
greenhouse 70186603

KAFFEBÖNA  
plant pot 20423621

£000

KAMOMILL  
plant pot 40441935

£000

VARDAGEN 
muffin tin 70256993

£000

TOMAT 
spray bottle 40371254

£000

The good effects of growing plants

Green homes Gardening Relaxing How to

Science suggests that gardening not just feels nice in general, but 
has real, positive psychological effects on us. We were inspired to 

test the theories in practice.

Get your hands dirty – it’s good for you 
Studies at Alnarp, a branch of Sweden’s Agricultural University, indicate that the 

actual physical contact with plants can have positive, even healing effects. Luckily, 
there’s ginger. Like a cake you can both have and eat, you can break off pieces to 
savour (when it’s still in the soil!) and leave the rest to keep sprouting goodness.

Gardening is (apparently) child’s play 
Seeding tomatoes is another super easy way to sprout new life. Also, it makes for an 
activity so playfully colourful it screams for attention. Simply place slices in soil and 
tend it. Spring is an ideal time to sow, so round up the family for a planting session. 

Spread the plant-growing joy 
Pass on the power of planting to others – make your own givaway plant pods! All it 

takes is seeds, napkins and a few minutes of work. Follow the link below to see how, 
with easy-to-follow instructions.

How to prepare plant pods 

The gourmet gardener’s best friend  
Few things are easier to do – and taste better – than home-grown cress. Sprinkle 
seeds on a napkin, water lightly and wait. Within days, you can scissor-harvest by 

the mouthful. A serving of peace of mind may be included. 

Primary call to action: Share/like(201941-idid05a)

Fresh herb stems for your soup:
Just place tops of parsley, beet or carrot 
on soil in a bowl and water it. Or put the 
bottom parts of leeks, onions and garlic 
in a container with water. Change the 
water every other day.

Your own salad leaves:
Put the bottom of celery stalks, 
scallions, bok choy, chinese cabbage 
and lettuce in a glass of water. Harvest 
new leaves as they grow, keep the 
water fresh.

Have no space for a dwarf 
garden nor on a window 
sill? Organize your garden in 
a completely different way. We 
solved it like this: 

VARDAGEN muffin tin, 
RISATORP trolley

STUK hanging shoe 
organiser

ISTAD resealable bagKORKEN jar with lid and 
KUNGSFORS rail with 
s-hooks

From small seeds:
Fill the pots or tiny flower-pots with soil 
and add 1–3 seeds to each. Lettuce, beets, 
spinach, radishes. Water them, but do not 
overwater and in a week or two you will 
see the first leaves.

Cress:
Water a layer of paper napkins on 
a saucer and sprinkle the cress 
seeds on top. They will germinate 
the next day. Don‘t let them dry 
out and you can cut and eat fresh 
cress sprouts in 7–10 days.


